PROJECT

CODE

Rabat/Sidi Yahya Zaier

CJM7-19

Project details
Code: CJM7-19

Date: 2019-07-24 / 2019-08-07

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 30

Name: Rabat/Sidi Yahya Zaier
Type of work: Renovation (RENO) - Environmental (ENVI)
Country: MARRUECOS

Province: SIN PROVINCIA

Location: RABAT
Address:

Postal Code: 10000

Email:

Phone Number: GSM:(0661) 301314

Web:

Emergency: (0537) 72.21.40
Fax:

Fee:

50.0 EUR

Languages: English

Description
Partner:
The voluntary service started in Morocco with a great historical project "the Road of Unity" 12000 young volunteers
had to build a road which linked the central zone which was under the Frensh domination to the north of the country
which was dominated by the Spanish.
This project took place the year Morocco got independent, that is in 1956. In 1961 a group of volunteers from "the
Road of Unity" together with another group of youth which had some experience in voluntary service through their
participation in international workcamps in Europe undertook the creation of a national structure dealing with
voluntary service.
"Chantiers Jeunesse Maroc" was born and can be considered as a continuation of the spirit of the "Road of Unity"
"Chantiers Jeunesse Maroc", since it was born participed in different important national projects such as "DERRO"
(Economical and rural development of the occidental Rif) (1968-1969) , Haouz , a project in which young farmers
where taught new agricultural techniques preparing for the change in the regime follarving the introduction of
irragation , the school canteen operation , building of schools , canteen in rural primary schools and different
campaigns against illeteracy.
Today, with a rich experience behind it, CJM is preparing itself to enter new fields of concern such as the
preservation of the environment, the preservation of the architectural heritage and social work in its varios faces.
Work:
Gardening and painting frescoes in Dar Ettaliba Sidi Yahya Zaier. The duration of work will be 4 hours /a day.
Accomodation and food:
Volunteers will lodged in Dar Ettaliba Sidi Yahya Zaier. Meals will be prepared by volunteers.
Location and leisure:
Rabat has been designated as the capital of Morocco in the beginning of the last century, but it did not wait till the
20th century to be distinguished as a city .The remparts, the huge historical gates, and hassan tower are there to
remind us of that. The climate is agreable in summer.
It is known by its nice beaches about 15 km to the south of Rabat.
Chantiers jeunesse Maroc is organizing a workcamp with the collaboration with the Municipality of sidi yahya Zaier ,
situated 20 kilometers from Rabat
Requirements:
50 Euros Extra Fee
Additional information
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Travelling instructions:
If you came by plane: From Casablanca Mohammed V airport take the train to Rabat ville, railway station and get off
there. From there , you have to walk 10 mn to Bab El Had place.
From place Bab El Had in Rabat center, Take a bus number 18 to Sidi Yahya Zaier (there is one every 15 mn)
distance 22km , trip time 1hour 10mn, when you arrive at sidi yahya Zaier you should get off at bus stop near La
commune, camp leader will wait for you, you have to walk 50 meters to Dar Ettaliba sidi yahya Zaier accomodation.
In case of emergency contact CJM office phone: (0537) 72.21.40 GSM: (0661) 301314
See the Train timetable as follow
Casablanca Mohammed V Airport - Rabat ville train station (connection in Ain Sebaa train station)
Departure
06.00 07. 00 08.00 09.00 10.00 11.00 12.00 13.00 14.00 15.00 16.00
17.00
Arrival 07.57 08.47 09.57 11.02 11.57 13.02 13.57 15.02 15.57 17.02 17.57 19.02
Departure
18.00 19.00 21.00 22.00 0.00
Arrival 20.02 20.47 23.07 23.47 1.47
From Rabat-Sale airport : take a big taxi (color white) to Bab el Had place in Rabat center, from there take a bus
number 18 to Sidi Yahya Zaier (there is one every 15 mn) distance 22km , trip time 1hour 10mn,
when you arrive at sidi yahya Zaier you should get off at bus stop near La commune, camp leader will wait for you,
you have to walk 50 meters to Dar Ettaliba sidi yahya Zaier accomodation.
By train from Tanger: if you come from Tanger, take a train to Rabat ville station, and get of there, you
have to walk 10mn to Bab el Had place in Rabat center, Take a bus number 18 to Sidi Yahya Zaier (there is one
every 15 mn) distance 22km , trip time 1hour 10mn,
when you arrive at sidi yahya Zaier you should get off at bus stop near La commune, camp leader will wait for you,
you have to walk 50 meters to Dar Ettaliba sidi yahya Zaier accomodation
See the Timetable as follow.
Tanger train station-Rabat ville station
Departure
05.35 07.35 09.35 11.35 13.35 15.35 17.35 21.35
Arrival 09.15 11.15 13.15 15.15 17.15 19.15 21.15 03.15
Things to bring:
You will also have to bring with you working clothes, a sleeping bag, and anything which could contribute to the good
progress of the workcamp (game sets, musical instruments, cooking recipe, etc.).
How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

Rabat-Sale Airport
Train to Rabat ville station
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